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What is ngVikings?

Over the past couple of years, we have gathered developers throughout the Nordic 
countries. We have done this by embracing diversity and establishing a community 
with one common passion, which is empowering developers’ community.

ngVikings are a series of community-driven and non-profit events across the Nordic 
countries. Our talks and workshops will be mainly focused on Angular and other 
technologies related to the Angular framework. Our goal is to strengthen the Angular 
community in the Nordics by bringing it together while inspiring and learning from 
each other. Nothing fuels collaboration like meeting in real life.

This year’s ngVikings event is scheduled for May 25th 2020 . This event will gather 
400+ developers primarily frontend and full-stack developers and experts from all 
around the world on an online webinar.

ngVikings is a 100% community-driven event comprised of many Nordic Angular 
groups with a core community of up to 5.000 members, concluded from:

- ngCopenhagen 
- GDG Copenhagen 
- Women Techmaker Copenhagen
- Angular Oslo
- Angular Gothenburg
- Aarhus JS 
- Angular Finland
- ngStockholm
- GalsTech

Previous Conferences

Copenhagen, Denmark 2017

Helsinki, Finland 2018

Copenhagen, Denmark 2019
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Sponsorship Package

- Logotype on the website 
- Mentions on the opening keynote 
- Mentions on the social media 
- Logotype on the post-event videos 
- Logotype during the live streaming 
 
25000 NOK (+ VAT) 
 
 
ngVikings is not about the money

Most ngVikings use up all their sponsor and ticket money in planning of the 
event, but when there is a surplus, it is used to benefit the community and it will 
not be treated as profit to be pocketed by the organizers.  

Surplus money is used for things like: 
- Funding an ongoing Angular meetup group’s get-togethers
- Seed money for the next ngVikings event 
- Donations
- Increase diversity in our event(s)


